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1. What’s the product? What’s its role in BBC Online? 

BBC News online is the most popular digital news product in the UK, consisting of websites and applications for computers, mobiles, tablets and 

connected TVs. It covers a comprehensive range of news and analysis from local to global stories. Our product strategy focuses on 6 promises of quality: 

 Live and relevant – breaking news directly related to your interests and needs. 

 Simple and engaging – easy to access and use, yet with breadth and depth, analysis, explanation. 

 Mobile and social – news – wherever you are and whatever your device – available to share and discuss. 

2. Who’s the audience? What theme or area of the product are we building on, exploring or developing? 

How will the audience benefit? 

BBC News online is used by around 40 million unique browsers each week, roughly half of which are in the UK and half overseas. There are three 

editions of the BBC News product: one for users in the UK, one for users in the USA and Canada, and one for users in the rest of the world. Any 

developments we make to the product should work for all three editions. The product is aimed at a very broad audience, although the current user base 

is slightly skewed towards men, 25 to 44 year olds and upmarket audiences.  

Audiences seek out news stories that are relevant to them: as one respondent in a recent research project said, “I’m more interested in what’s relevant 

to me personally... I’m more interested in how a story affects my life, and people I know.” There are many things that might make a story relevant, from 

events that affect someone directly through to those that are of broad human interest.  

BBC News online publishes hundreds of stories each day, and currently the content and user experience is the same for every user (except for those 

accessing mobile and tablet apps, which allow some personalisation – see below). We want to explore how users could personalise their experience to 

promote story links most relevant to them. This innovation would help audiences gain swifter access to the stories that matter to them, and also 

encourage discovery of new content, thus increasing overall access to the product. 

While parts of the site could be personalised, it’s important that the main headlines of the day are the same for every user (so selected editorially): there 

needs to be a balance between personal choice and editorial voice. This is important to our users, who want to be reassured that they are across the 

most important daily events and not missing out on a big story because of their personalised settings.  

A third of users of the BBC News product are on mobiles or tablets, and this proportion is growing all the time, so mobile platforms are a key focus for 

this project. In addition, a personalised experience should ideally carry across different platforms for those who consume BBC News online using 

different devices as the day progresses. This might include enabling people to follow stories across devices, receiving updates when there are new 

developments, and/or encouraging people to ‘save’ a story on one device so they can easily access it later on another device.  

Only a small percentage of our users currently sign in, so any solutions dependent on users signing in would be limited unless there was a compelling 

reward for doing so. 

It’s also worth considering how any new innovations could work alongside existing functions and content. For example: 

 The ‘Most Popular’ box, which is highly valued as it alerts our users to stories that have grabbed the attention of others.   

 The BBC broadcasts a huge amount of news on TV and radio, from the 24-hour News Channel through to nations and regions programmes. 

Some of this material is currently available online, but it’s not broken down into an easy format for online consumption. 

3. What we’ve done to try to solve this challenge / what we’ve seen that we liked: 

Our mobile and tablet apps already offer a degree of personalisation: users can choose which categories of news are displayed.  

Our desktop and mobiles sites offer users the option to enter their location in order to see local news.  

Examples of other brands using personalisation to good effect: 

 Zite – encourages users to give feedback on the stories they’ve read, so it can surface more relevant content in the future. 

 Amazon – gives recommendations such as ‘Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought’. 

 ASOS – has dynamic advertising campaigns which serve adverts related to content the user has searched for previously. 

 Littlewoods – their Christmas site allows users to find gifts according to information given about a recipient’s personality. 

Here are some key points in best practice for personalisation: 

1. Consent – give full disclosure about the data being collected. Be clear about the information being used. Be cautious when personalising 

content based on potentially sensitive topics. 

2. Control – allow users to control the amount of data used for personalisation. Let users opt out whenever they like.  

3. Trust and context – trust is essential when building connections with consumers. Users are more at ease getting personalized experiences 

from a brand they trust.  

4. Incentives – provide real, tangible benefits in exchange for personal data. If users contribute more data, their experiences should be more 

valuable. 

4. Creative ‘ways in’ to this challenge:  

How would a user’s social feed help them find the news that mattered to them? How could we ensure that we are the most regularly accessed source 

of news in that feed? How could we ensure that we are the most (easily) shared source of news content? How could social media best facilitate 

conversations about news stories both on and outside of the BBC News product? 

How can we ensure that BBC News online feels accessible and relevant to as broad a range of users as possible? What would a young professional male 

want from BBC News online? How would this differ from an elderly woman looking for local news? How can we ensure the site can cater for both? 

Think about what the site could look like if: 

 Users pre-defined the types of stories/analysis they wanted to see. 

 The BBC tailored content to users based on information like which site they came from and what they had read in the past. 

 Users joined communities/ groups around a certain topic to help them find stories more relevant to them. 

 Users were shown content relevant to a location, either automatically detected or set by the user. 
 


